
    NOI VOLKOV – (1947 - ) 
 
Noi Volkov is a Russian-born classically educated artist.  As a non-conforming artist 
during the repressive years of Soviet rule, Volkov was punished and his art suppressed.  
With the arrival of Gorbachev and glastnost, Volkov was allowed to express himself in 
his art and was granted permission to emigrate to the United States.  Since 1989 he has 
been living and working in Owings Mills, Maryland, and his paintings and ceramics have 
been the focus of a number of exhibitions and included in both private and public 
collections of note. 
 
 

  ARTIST’S STATEMENT – NOI VOLKOV 
 
“Art history has always been a passion of mine.  My work depicts famous works, artists, 
and artistic movements in various ways to illustrate their influence on the art world.  I mix 
artists in unexpected ways but there is always an artistic thread that binds them 
together.  My work is like a tribute to all the artists who have ever inspired me.  My work 
is also intended to put emphasis back on past masters in a fun, unexpected way.  I am a 
sculptor and a painter.  I combine both by hand sculpting forms and painting on them as 
if on a canvas.  Together I feel my two mediums combine to create my personal style.”1 
 
 
1.  http://www.noivolkov.net/index.php 
 
 

   RESUME – NOI VOLKOV 
 
1947  Born, Agapovka, Russia 
 
1967  Odessa Grecov Art College, B.A. Fine Art 
 
1973  Leningrad Mukchina College, M.A. Fine Art and Ceramics 
 
1990  Moved to U.S.A. 
 
Present Studio artist, Maryland 
 
 

   BIOGRAPHY – NOI VOLKOV 
 
Noi Volkov was born in Agapovka, Russia, a small rural village in the Ural Mountains.  
The village was old-fashioned – Volkov remembers horse-drawn carts and sod houses.  
He began studying art in middle school in the 1960’s, often using house paint and 
making his own brushes.  He then earned his B.A. in Fine Art from the Grekov Art 
College in Odessa and continued his education at the prestigious Muchina Institute of 
Art & Design in Leningrad, earning an M.A. in Fine Art and Ceramics. 
 
The atmosphere in the former Soviet Union at that time was repressive.  Although 
promising artists were given an excellent classical education, they were forbidden to see 

http://www.noivolkov.net/index.php


Western art and were viewed as being servants of the state, painting what they were 
instructed to paint.  Volkov rebelled against the authoritarian stance and worked in an 
underground studio until he was found out, arrested, and some of his work confiscated. 
He was refused an exit visa in 1977 and eventually his kiln was closed. After serving a 
jail sentence, he agreed to conform, and the period that followed was a dark one which 
found him drinking heavily and cost him his family.  Under Gorbachev, the atmosphere 
changed.  Artists were once again expressing themselves and Volkov, now remarried, 
was encouraged to renew his art.  His petition to emigrate was granted in 1989 and he 
moved to the United States. 
 
Already an established artist, Volkov settled in Maryland with his family and resumed his 
career.  He has had his work shown in a large number of shows and is also included in 
the collections of the Mint Museum, the National Museum of Ceramics in Baltimore, the 
National Museum of Ceramics in Kiev, Ukraine, among others, as well as private 
collections.  At present, he continues an active career with gallery representation on both 
coasts. 
 
Noi Volkov is both a painter and a ceramic artist.  “I paint and I sculpt.  Ceramics is a 
medium where I can mix the two.  Combining painterly marks and color with 3D form 
gives me a whole new direction to explore and develop.  I explore interesting glazes and 
forms.”1  He is perhaps best known for his whimsical teapots, an intriguing combination 
of classical old masters and contemporary artists.  “I am trying to create a new, 
unorthodox style of ceramics.  It’s a mixture of Renaissance and pop art.  It has a little bit 
of Dali and some Picasso….When I discovered Picasso and Dali it changed my 
mentality.  I fell in love with contemporary art.  My own work became more 
complicated.”2  The images on the teapot are familiar but they have been taken apart 
and reassembled into a totally different image with his own twist added.  His skills as a 
painter are obvious, and his more recent work reflects his infatuation with the pop-culture 
of his adopted country.  The hardships he endured have not dampened his spirit, and his 
work showcases his sense of humor and love of life. 
 
 
1.  http://www.noivolkov.net/index.php 
2.  http://www.cardewclub.com/news/archives/370 
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  GALLERY REPRESENTATION – NOI VOLKOV 
 
Opus Gallery, 27629 Chagrin Blvd., Beachwood, OH  44122 
 
Gallery Camino Real, 608 Banyan Trail, Boca Raton, FL 33431 
 
Coda Gallery, 73-151 El Paseo, Palm Desert, CA  92260 
 
William Zimmer Gallery, P.O. Box 263, Mendocino, CA  95460 

 
 
   WEB SITES – NOI VOLKOV 
 
http://www.noivolkov.net 
Web site for Noi Volkov 
 
http://www.artlondon.com/index.php?page=images&artists_id=317 
Photos of Volkov’s work 
 
http://www.citypaper.com/printStory.asp?id=3349 
“Welcome to Stalin World.” Article by Van Smith on Soviet art 
 
http://www.janesauergallery.com/sagemoon/artistPages/nvol_lg.html 
Jane Sauer Gallery; brief biography and photos of Volkov’s work 
 
http://www.cardewclub.com/news/archives/370 
Article from the Baltimore Sun about Volkov’s teapots 
 
http://www.gallerycaminoreal.net/artists/bio/19.html 
Volkov biography on Gallery Camino Real site 
 
http://www.codagallery.com/CODA_artist.asp?artistnumber=189 
Coda Gallery site for Volkov with biography and photos 
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